
It’s a busy day in the city - with all 
its sights and sounds. People are 
hustling back and forth, cars rush 
by, bicycles lean against the 
railings… 
Vivid Rainy Day Umbrellas dot 
the skyline, as raindrops shimmer 
with reflected light. Slowly the 
skies clear and the sun peeks out 
from behind the clouds, and 
brightly colored Sun Day 
Parasols shade passers-by from 
the heat. 
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The blocks are all done 
now and its time to 
appliqué the blocks to 
the background. (The 
background piecing 
instructions were 
posted in January 
2018).  
Arrange the blocks as 
shown and appliqué in 
place. 
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Rainy Days and Sun 
Days, two coordinated 
quilts, made separately 
or together.  
You may have chosen 
to make only Rainy 
Day Umbrellas, to 
cover your bed. Or 
perhaps you’ve decided 
to make the wall-
hanging Sun Day 
Parasols, on it’s own or 
to pair it with the bed 
quilt. 

Sun Day Parasols	

Rainy Day Umbrellas	
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I thread basted all the 
Distinctive Dresden blocks to 
the pieced background, and 
then appliquéd them in 
place. 	

Rainy Day Umbrellas was ruler-
quilted in grey, with angled 
straight lines about 3” apart 
containing random raindrops to 
the right and left.  
Sun Day Parasols was ruler-
quilted in yellow with broken 
sunrays angled in both directions 
from a point 2/3 of the way across 
the top edge.  
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Now is the time to add an 
optional border to bring the 
quilt up to size, if you’d like a 
larger quilt. 
Layer the quilt with batting 
and backing, and quilt as 
desired.  

Want to see my 
finished project using 
the Advance Pre-
Piecing blocks? 
See the ‘Wind-Up for 
APP’ post. 
 


